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14 of 14 review helpful Schopenhauer at his best By meadowreader We are free when we are able do what we want 
that is when we are not somehow impeded from doing what we will to do But we decide what to do as a matter of 
causal necessity otherwise our actions would be random and senseless The notion that we have the power to originate 
the causal chain by an act of will makes no sense as Schopenhauer says causation is The winning entry in a 
competition held by the Royal Norwegian Society of Sciences Schopenhauer s 1839 essay brought its author 
international recognition Its brilliant and elegant treatments of free will and determinism elevated it to a classic of 
Western philosophy and its penetrating reflections still remain relevant Schopenhauer makes a distinction between 
freedom of acting which he endorses and the freedom of willing which he refutes The philoso Recommended for large 
university and public libraries accessible to general readers upper division undergraduates and above Choice Language 
Notes Text English translation Original Language German 
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